Doc'd By Grime

Samus Animations

DSO pointed me in the right direction of these; I just noted them in more detail. Some values handling Samus' animation speeds. Will probably find more later.

8B298 - 0A 0A 0A 0A = Standing, not moving.
8B29D - 08 08 08 08 = Standing, not moving, low health.

8B2A3 - 0A 0A 0A 0A = Crouching, not moving.
8B2A8 - 08 08 08 08 = Crouching, not moving, low health.

8B384-8B38C = Spinjump animation speeds.
8B494-8B49B = Spinjump animation speeds (after walljumping + holding jump).

8B392-8B399 = Space jump animation speeds.
8B49E-8B4A5 = Space jump animation speeds (after walljumping + holding jump).

8B39F-8B3B6 = Screw attack animation speeds.
8B4A8-8B4BF = Screw attack animation speeds (after walljumping + holding jump).

8B326 - 03 04 04 04 04 = Normal jumping.

8B22D - 05 02 = Landing from jump, facing right.
8B231 - 05 02 = Landing from jump, facing left.

8B236 - 05 02 = Landing from spinning jump, facing right.
8B23B - 05 02 = Landing from spinning jump, facing left.

8B3ED - 02 02 02 = Turning right to left, aiming down (L).
8B3F2 - 02 02 02 = Turning left to right, aiming down (L).

8B433 - 02 02 02 = Turning right to left, aiming up (R).
8B438 - 02 02 02 = Turning left to right, aiming up (R).

8B33A - 02 = In the air, aiming straight up.
8B33E - 02 = In the air, aiming straight down.
8B342 - 02 = In the air, moving left or right (not spinning).
8B346 - 02 = In the air, aiming up (R), down (L), or firing a shot.
8B34A - 08 06 06 = Falling off of ledge or de-morphing in the air.

<DSO> $90/82F0 BF 10 B0 91 LDA $91B010,x[$91:B044] < breakpoint on this
<DSO> Whatever it loads into A is the pointer to the timer for next animation
<DSO> And then it loads that timer right after that, which will tell you where it is
<DSO> For any animation

And some more. A few of these are more like cheats than gameplay mechanic edits.

82474 - D0 to 80 = Enables space jump without having the item. Uses normal spinjump animation.

8F6BD, 8F71E, 80450 - D0 to 80 = Uses space jump spinning graphics for normal spinjumps.

8F6B8, 8F719, 8044B - D0 to 80 = Enables screw attack without having the item collected.

82471 - 89 00 20 = Check for which item enables space jumping, but not faster spinjump animation.

8191C - 89 00 20 to EA EA EA = Jumps gain some extra height if Samus is running, even without speed booster.

125BD - 80 00 10 to EA EA EA = Pressing any button will unpause the game; effectively disables equipment screen use.

840AB-840E6 = Stuff for 5-bomb spread. Checks Samus' equipment for bombs, if beam is being charged and beam charge timer.
840AB - AD to A9 = Disables use of the bomb spread.
840B3 - AD to A9 = Always use bomb spread in place of normal bombs.
840BB - AD to A9 = Disables bomb spread, and as well as morphing while beam charging.

8178C - 89 to A9 = Samus runs faster even if speed booster isn't collected or equipped. No sound/blue echoes until Samus has the item.

84669 - F0 to 80 = Alternate arm canon graphics never trigger when selecting missiles or super missiles.

8427B - 0A 14 = Speed that missiles can be fired. 0A = missiles. 14 = super missiles. Missiles can be changed to shoot faster or slower without any real problems. Super missiles can be changed to fire slower without issue, but to fire super missiles faster, you need to first apply Kejardon's super missile fix ASM so that more than one super missile can be shown on-screen at once.

84EF7-84F27 = The 4 rotating pieces of ice beam SBA no longer disappear after touching an enemy.

845FB - D0 to 80 = Ice beam SBA lasts forever.

845FB - D0 to F0 = Ice beam SBA disperses immediately after use.

8F464 - 28 00 = Distance from Samus that ice SBA starts dispersing from. 28 to 01 and it disperses from her body instead of from the ice circle.

And finally, here's a .txt file that lists animation frame speeds for almost every enemy and boss in the game. With this info you can alter how they behave to an extent. For some enemies the differences are as minor as how long to display a few colors. Other enemies have many animation sets and can practically be made into new ones. The document is still slightly unfinished, but most of what hasn't been added to it are a couple of bosses and some boring enemies that you wouldn't get much out of changing the animation speeds for anyway.

http://www.metroidconstruction.com/docs/framedelays.TXT



